Investing in
tomorrow’s world
Our sustainability approach and
review of our 2020-2021 achievements
FOR PUBLIC DISTRIBUTION IN THE U.S. OR PROFESSIONAL INVESTOR USE IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS WHERE APPLICABLE.
PLEASE SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES IN THE ENDNOTES.

We integrate ESG throughout
our real estate investment
management process to
help preserve and create
value for our clients in
tomorrow’s world.

Managing a suite of funds and
mandates, across both public and
private investments, and spanning
both debt and equity across diverse
geographies and investment styles, we
provide access to every aspect of real
estate investing.

With over 85 years of real estate
investing experience and more than
620 employees* located across 30
cities throughout the United States,
Europe and Asia Pacific, the platform
offers unparalleled geographic
reach, which is married with deep
sector expertise and a long history of
prioritising sustainable practices.

Our investment, asset management
and corporate strategies grow from a
deep understanding of the structural
trends that we believe will shape the
future of real estate and responsible
investing beyond market cycles.

This tomorrow’s world approach sits at
the core of our investment process and
business operations.

*Includes 300+ real estate investment professionals, supported by a further 310+ Nuveen employees.
Source: Nuveen, 31 Mar 2021.
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Awards and achievements
Achieved 16 Green Stars in the Global Real Estate Sustainability
Benchmark
Nuveen Real Estate is a global leader in the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB).
Five of our funds were awarded the top five-star rating, meaning they outperform 80% of all participating
property funds. The GRESB results recognised our funds for demonstrating global leadership in embedding
sustainability throughout the property investment lifecycle. For more information about GRESB,
visit www.gresb.com/about

Earned 14th consecutive EPA ENERGY STAR Partner of the Year
Sustained Excellence Award
We are proud to have been named by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency as a ‘2020 ENERGY STAR
Partner of the Year – Sustained Excellence Award’ winner for our ongoing commitment to outstanding
energy management practices and reductions in greenhouse gas emissions. Long recognised for responsible
investing, the 2020 award marks our 14th consecutive year as a Partner of the Year, and the 12th consecutive
year at the Sustained Excellence level. The award is bestowed upon a diverse set of organisations that have
demonstrated continued leadership in energy efficiency. Implementing sustainability measures across the
portfolio aligns with Nuveen Real Estate’s view that environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors can
produce attractive long-term returns while also contributing to positive societal outcomes, broader economic
development and a healthy environment.

Earned an A+ rating in latest Principles for Responsible Investment
sustainability benchmark results
Nuveen has earned an A+ rating in the 2020 Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) benchmark
assessment. The initiative is a premier global benchmark which assesses asset managers’ integration of
ESG factors into decision making and ownership practices. The 2020 assessment reviewed over 1,000
participants including all major global asset managers.

Won ‘Sustainability’ award at the 2020 EG Tech Awards
In recognition of our effective use of smart technology across the portfolio, to achieve carbon and energy
reductions, as well as our roll out of energy optimisation solutions across our global portfolio, we won
the ‘Sustainability’ award at the 2020 EG Tech Awards. We are delighted that our approach of using
sustainability technology to save on costs, improve occupant satisfaction and positively impact the world
around us was highlighted, along with our ethos of working collaboratively with start-up sustainability firms.

Named a ‘Goal Achiever’ by the U.S. Department of Energy
In 2020 we were recognised by the U.S. Department of Energy as a ‘Better Buildings Challenge Goal
Achiever’. Outperforming our 10-year commitment to reduce portfolio-wide energy use intensity by at least
2% annually across 30 million sq ft of our U.S. real estate portfolio, further emphasises our responsible
investment philosophy and long-term view on investing for the enduring benefit of society.
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Our approach

Our investment, asset management and corporate strategies grow from a deep understanding of
the structural trends of demographics, sustainability and technology that we believe will shape
the future of real estate and responsible investing beyond market cycles.
We call this our tomorrow’s world approach, a philosophy that sits at the core of our investment
process and business operations, informing our long-term view of real estate investments for the
enduring benefit of both clients and society.
It is essential that our investment decision making is informed by an in-depth knowledge of these
issues so that we can protect value for our clients. The best way to achieve this is for different
disciplines to work together in a single, coordinated team. As such, we have created our Strategic
Insights team which combines all of Nuveen Real Estate’s thought leadership resources from
traditional research to sustainability, innovation, proptech and community impact.

Fig 1. A unique, focused strategy for long-term investment
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Case study: cube, Berlin,
Germany
• cube

berlin is a 17,500 sq m (188,300 sq
ft) customised smart office building on
Washingtonplatz at Berlin’s central railway
station and part of the area’s long-term
regeneration.
• 100% pre-let, this fully digitalised smart
building includes intelligent heating,
cooling and lighting systems, and offers a
tenant app for room bookings and internal
communications.
• Using artificial intelligence, the building
recognizes user requirements and flexibly
meets their needs.
• It has a WiredScore ‘Platinum’
certification, one of the first assets in
Germany to attain this, and is in line
for Gold certification by the German
Sustainable Building Council (Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges Bauen,
DGNB) due to its ecological, social and
economic sustainability criteria.
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Managing the financial risks and
opportunities associated with climate
change and being a responsible
property investor

We recognise that the physical impacts of climate change will affect real estate values
and that it is critical to develop an understanding of how, where and when these
physical impacts will become financially material to an individual investment’s financial
performance. We are also conscious that the transition to the low carbon economy
presents both financial opportunities and risks. Effectively managing building efficiency
and carbon intensity throughout this transition is a key factor in creating and protecting
value in the assets we manage. Whilst our sustainability strategy encompasses a broad
range of ESG issues, we believe the physical impacts of climate change and the transition
to the low carbon economy will have the most significant impact on real estate asset
values and are therefore the most material for our clients.

Fig 2. Managing climate change impacts on real estate value
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Adapting to physical climate change risks
The physical impacts of climate change have significant potential to have a direct
financial impact on an asset. Climate change can also affect the demand for real estate,
from tenants and investors, in a particular region or location, which could have a
detrimental effect on real estate asset values. The key physical risks that we review and
monitor are detailed below.
Potentially material risk
Coastal flooding
In most coastal areas the probability of flooding
events increases under all climate change scenarios.
Coastal flooding events bring with them business
interruption, loss of revenue for businesses, repair
costs and impact on insurability and liquidity.
Buildings can be designed or retrofitted to be more
resilient to flooding events and municipalities can
invest in resilience strategies such as flood walls and
restoring natural barriers. However, market pricing
will also reflect perceived future risk to the property,
surrounding infrastructure, residential property and
the increasing costs associated with insurance.
Temperature extremes
As global average temperatures continue to rise,
we have experienced 17 of the 18 warmest years on
record since 2001. Heatwaves have increased in
intensity and frequency, and this trend is expected
to become widespread. Compared to other types
of physical climate risk, the impact of extreme
temperature is easier to plan for but harder to
insure against. For real estate, it brings increased
cooling costs, landscaping challenges, equipment
and façade degradation, and negative impacts to
worker productivity, occupant comfort and overall
quality of life in a region.

7

Hurricanes and typhoons
Many aspects of hurricane behaviour have changed
over the past 50 years and are projected to continue
to change. The strongest storms are getting
stronger, storm tracks are shifting and changing
the risk landscape, and storms are moving more
slowly, increasing extreme rainfall and storm surge
events. The water vapour feeding extra-tropical
cyclones has increased in many areas and this trend
is expected to become widespread, resulting in more
extreme precipitation over most areas of the globe.
Hurricane intensity and rainfall, as well as the

frequency of Category 4 and 5 storms, are projected
to increase as the climate continues to warm.
Hurricanes can have catastrophic impacts on real
estate but are difficult to predict.
Severe storms
Severe thunderstorms can lead to dangerous
supercells, derechos and tornadoes. A severe storm
has sustained, strong winds or large hail.
The formation of these storms is tied to how much
raw energy is available, which is driven by how
warm, moist and buoyant air is in a given area, as
well as wind shear which is a measure of how the
speed and direction of winds change with altitude.
Changes in climate may impact the conditions that
drive severe thunderstorm formation and can have
both acute and chronic impacts on real estate based
on changes of frequency and intensity of storms.
Wildfire
In many places, as temperatures increase and
precipitation patterns change, wildfires have
become larger and more intense, with a longer
season. Wildfires can produce direct damage to
commercial real estate, though most assets are
located in densely-populated urban areas less
exposed to direct damage. However, wildfires can
affect a broad region through soot and smoke and
the impact on surrounding infrastructure and
residential property is also a potential risk to
long-term value in regions impacted by an
increasing risk of wildfire.
Drought
Drought can impact water quality, availability and
price, with local jurisdictions placing restrictions on
water use during periods of extended drought. Many
industrial and commercial processes use water as a
solvent or coolant and are therefore sensitive to the
cost and quality of the local supply.
Investing in tomorrow’s world
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Physical risk screening
In order to better understand the exposure of
Nuveen Real Estate’s portfolio to the physical
impacts of climate change, we use several sources
of data to measure the climate change vulnerability
of individual assets or specific regions where we
have investments. The Verisk Maplecroft platform
provides several risk index* scores which, along
with other sources of public and private data
sources, are used to evaluate how each asset may be
exposed to the impacts of specific climate-related
hazards and changes in climate over the next three
decades. We also use this data in the sustainability
rating that we apply to cities.

Understanding the financial
implications of physical climate
change risk
We are furthering our understanding of how the
increasing physical hazards associated with climate
change may result in varying financial impacts on
real estate investments. By using scenario modelling
to examine the likelihood and timeframe that
chronic and/or acute threats are expected to impact
a specific location and understanding the direct and
indirect financial impacts, we are able to evaluate
the potential changes to asset value.

For example, floods, severe storms and wildfire are
examples of acute, potentially catastrophic events,
which may have varying degrees of impact on the
value of real estate assets. The direct financial
impacts of these acute events may include the cost
of insurance deductibles and repairs, while indirect
impacts may include increasing insurance costs
to the point beyond insurability or longer-term
concerns about liquidity or growth in rental rates
as people start to move away to less hazardous
locations. Hazards, such as extreme temperature
and drought, tend to be more chronic and difficult
to insure against. These hazards can have direct
impacts, such as increased utility costs and longterm indirect implications associated with the
quality of life and desirability of locations.
In 2019, we began to work with The Climate Service,
a climate risk analytics firm, to use their analytics
platform to undertake an initial exercise to assess
the financial asset value at risk from climate change
in 100 sample global locations. This data would
help us to understand the timeframe and magnitude
in changes in risk across different markets. These
100 locations were selected because they represent
the global cities that we have identified as the most
‘investible’ for real estate in the coming years.
As we continue to develop the methodology for
assessing value at risk and build out sector-specific
direct and indirect financial impact models, we have

Fig 3. Measuring and screening physical risks
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used these initial findings to identify the regions
where we expect the impacts of climate change will
be seen earliest and which of the hazards represent
the greatest potential financial risk to real estate
values. Based on the IPCC scenario RCP 8.5 (which
predicts approximately four degrees warming by the
end of the century and is widely-accepted to be the
most likely scenario based on current and predicted
carbon emissions), we categorised the majority
of locations as being at low financial risk of the
physical impacts of climate change in 2020. The risk
level increases over the course of the next 30 years,
with some regions beginning to see impacts as early
as the 2026-2035 timeframe.

analysis and should include a detailed discussion of
the following questions:

Process for evaluating climate
change risk in investment process

Industry engagement

Our sustainability team works directly with senior
representatives from investment, risk, research,
asset management and transactions teams to fully
integrate climate risk in the investment process.
The process includes identifying potential climate
risks at the time of deal sourcing and underwriting.
Where potentially-material climate risks are
identified, discussions between sustainability,
investment and portfolio management teams take
place which include key business plan considerations
and requirements for a downside scenario analysis
or stress test that is fully considered as part of the
analysis of the investment’s potential to achieve
desired financial returns.

Disclosure

In the event that there is material financial risk,
any member of the sustainability, investment
or portfolio management team may request a
Special Investment Committee (IC) panel to
receive preliminary IC support and guidance
prior to proceeding with the investment
opportunity. Preliminary approval is intended
to provide guidance for the investment team on
the expectation for risk mitigation and portfolio
exposure considerations that will be required when
the deal is presented for final IC approval. The
investment and portfolio management team are
responsible for ensuring that identified risks have
been appropriately incorporated into the investment

9

•	Is the building resilient to climate change for
the next 15 years? If not, can it be made resilient
without damaging returns?
•	What impact in value are the anticipated climate
events likely to have?
•	Does the property price reflect the level of risk?
•	What other factors are there that might mitigate
these risks?
•	Is there a maximum hold period given the
increasing risk?

Wider industry consultation and collaboration will
also be an essential next step. We believe that there
is great value in developing a consistent industry
approach to defining the financial implications of
climate change risk and will therefore be engaging
with our peers to develop this consistency.

We are engaging with investors throughout this
process. Once there is a robust industry-adopted
approach for scenario modelling and for quantifying
financial risk, this will be incorporated into our
financial reporting to investors. In the meantime, we
are committed to aligning our disclosures with the
Taskforce for Climate-related Financial Disclosures
(TCFD) which includes the strategy and governance
for managing climate risk.

Investing in tomorrow’s world
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Case study: Worple Road,
London, U.K.
• Extensive refurbishment of redundant
1980s office building.
• Refurbishment redevelopment saved
significant embodied carbon.
• The completed redevelopment achieved
BREEAM “Very Good“ and EPC B (27).
• A pilot project for Design For Performance
in the U.K. predicted to achieve NABERS
5.5 stars.
• Extensive bicycle facilities, electric
vehicle charging points and PVs were also
installed.
• Extensive use of smart building sensor
technology.
• Green leases in place.

10
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Transition risk and opportunity
The transition to the low carbon economy will have a transformative impact on many
industries over the next few decades. In the short to medium term, it is our view that
transition risk and opportunity will have a more significant impact on real estate markets
than physical climate change risk.

Transition risk and opportunity will be particularly
significant in Europe, where cities will not be as
exposed to physical impacts as some other global
locations and where there is strong engagement
from governments, investors and business on this
issue – meaning that policy risk, market shifts
and technological innovation are all likely to move
swiftly. This transition is also expected to take place
more rapidly in the U.S. in coastal-urban markets
where there is a strong demand for climate action
among residents and local government.

Significant risks and opportunities
Market demand shifts
We expect to see increased preference for
sustainable and low carbon buildings from
occupiers and investors in the coming years.
As these market shifts continue, there is the
potential for low carbon buildings to command
higher rents, to see values increase and to be more
liquid. Conversely, inefficient buildings will at
some point become obsolescent, with a real risk of
stranded assets.

the goals of the Paris Accord are to be achieved.
Progress from governments so far has been slow
and this means that an orderly transition is less
likely. A disruptive transition with a forceful policy
response becomes more inevitable as governments
take longer to act.
Technological innovation and obsolescence
The rate of technological change over the last decade
has been rapid in the area of building efficiency and
clean energy production. Advances in renewable
technology mean that this is now as affordable
as fossil fuel energy and the cost is predicted to
continue to reduce.
Advances in technologies such as LED lighting,
sensors, energy monitoring and efficient heating,
ventilation and cooling mean that it is increasingly
cost effective to deliver low carbon buildings.
However, these rapid advances also bring with them
the risk of obsolescence for buildings where the
transition to low carbon is not economically feasible.

Legislative change
The Paris Accord, committing the world to no
more than 2 degrees warming was ratified globally
in 2016. Nations were due to develop their
country-level pledges in 2020 and we expect to see
legislation in place to accelerate the low carbon
economy transition. For real estate, this is likely
to mean a ramping up of building regulations and
the introduction of further schemes such as the
U.K. Minimum Energy Efficiency Standards, which
prevents the letting of property that does not meet
a prescribed level of energy efficiency. Ultimately,
we expect to see legislation pushing all buildings to
become net zero carbon. The World Green Building
Council states that this must happen by 2050 if
11
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Our approach: Net zero carbon
by at least 2040
In 2019, we signed a ground-breaking commitment
to tackle the growing risks of climate change
through the delivery of net zero carbon real
estate portfolios by 2050. Launched by the Better
Buildings Partnership, the Climate Change
Commitment has been signed by 23 of its members,
covering over £300 billion AUM and more than
11,000 commercial properties globally. The
Commitment highlights the need for buildings to be
net zero carbon by 2050 and committed signatories
to publicly publish their own pathways to achieving
this by the end of 2020.
In line with this commitment, Nuveen Real Estate
published our net zero carbon pathway in 2020. It
can be viewed here: click here
Policies and regulations will continue to be
introduced across the globe to mandate the 2050
deadline. Already, we see evidence of market
expectations changing as environmental issues
move up the political agenda. As momentum grows,
we plan to be net zero carbon for the portfolio of
real estate that we manage by 2040.

demand for low-carbon buildings outpacing supply.
This target timeframe also takes into account
the fact that we manage a global and diversified
portfolio, with exposure to a highly varied set of
policy and local market conditions.
Nuveen Real Estate’s 2040 global deadline allows
portfolios to move much more quickly. Some of our
European strategies have already decided that a
2030 deadline will deliver better performance for
investors, due to the conditions in those markets.
We are monitoring indicators across the globe that
show the transition is picking up pace. We will be
ready to accelerate our net zero carbon pathway as
necessary if specific regions or sectors expect us to
do so.
A benefit of our global footprint is that we are
able to draw on our knowledge and expertise from
locations that are transitioning swiftly to a lowcarbon economy and apply it in other markets.
At a house level, we maintain our commitment to
reduce the energy intensity of our global portfolio by
30% by 20301, based on a 2015 baseline.

This recognises that we work with a broad range of
institutional clients and blue-chip occupiers who
expect their buildings to meet market standards well
ahead of regulatory requirements. It also allows us
to move ahead of the market in the locations where
we expect to see a value uplift for net zero carbon
buildings, effectively as a function of occupier

1 This target applies to those assets in our portfolio where Nuveen Real Estate has asset management control. It excludes assets where our
role is purely advisory and also those assets in our debt portfolios. Typically, for multi-let office buildings, whole building energy use is included,
regardless of whether the cost for this energy is recovered directly from tenants. Typically for retail and industrial properties, only common parts
energy use is used. For multifamily properties, whole building energy use is included where we have it. There are a small number of assets where
the energy scope is unusual. This is usually due to uncommon servicing arrangements and associated limitations in metering. In such cases,
assets are still reported but they are captured under a separate asset class, reflecting their non-standard arrangements.
Target progress is calculated using a weighted indexed approach. This means that similar properties are grouped together into benchmark groups.
The performance of a benchmark group, in terms of floor area normalised energy intensity, is then compared over time. Each benchmark group’s
performance is then weighted based on overall energy consumption. This then generates an overall composite index. Reductions in energy
intensity then reduce the total points. For example, if 10 points were awarded to European offices and there was a 10% energy intensity reduction
in that group, that would result in a 1 point decrease.
As highlighted above, it is not practical to put some buildings into a benchmark group as they do not share enough energy use characteristics
with other properties. In this instance, these properties enter the index on their own and are compared only against themselves. This enables us
to exclude fewer properties. Other reasons to temporarily exclude properties are if they are undergoing major refurbishments or are significantly
under occupied.
Energy use is measured by kWh of “electricity equivalent” (kWhee) of energy use (on site renewables are treated as though they are from the
gird) per sq ft. The numerator is calculated by adding kWh of electricity to kWh of any fuel multiplied by 0.4 and kWh of imported hot or chilled
water multiplied by 0.5kWh. The ‘kWhee’ energy metric enables direct aggregations of building energy use and comparisons of efficiency across
international property portfolios. The denominator typically represents the gross internal floor area of space to which Nuveen Real Estate
supplies energy.
In order to achieve the 2030 target, the global portfolio is structured into three tiers, based on the amount of energy consumed and the relative
efficiency of each property, compared to the local market. There are different annual energy reduction targets applied to the assets within the
three different tiers. Asset-level categorisation enables our tomorrow’s world programme to maximise energy efficiency gains across the portfolio
and facilitates a house-level target-setting framework. We publicly report on progress against the target every three years.
Investing in tomorrow’s world
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Responsible property investment
Incorporating sustainability
and climate change risk into our
investment process
In order for our commitment to sustainability
to be meaningful, it is critical that it is fully
integrated into our investment process. This takes
place through our top-down tomorrow’s world
investment strategy and bottom-up assessment of
individual asset investment opportunities. This is
particularly evident in our Global Resilient Series,
where sustainability factors such as climate change
vulnerability, air quality and electricity grid carbon
intensity are used as part of the screening process
to identify investible cities. These factors are used
alongside an assessment of the scale, growth and
liveability of a city. Scoring the sustainability of
cities in this way helps us to incorporate resilience
into our strategy. When undertaking due diligence
on building acquisitions, we work with investment
teams to assess and underwrite for opportunities
and risk associated with sustainability priorities
such as energy efficiency, occupant health and
wellness, and climate change risk.
For all acquisitions we undertake net zero carbon
and physical climate risk due diligence to ensure
that this is effectively accounted for within pricing.

13
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Case study: Vinings Lofts and
Apartments Atlanta, GA, U.S.
•

 olds the National Green Building
H
Standard (NGBS) Bronze certification as
of 2019, which is a green building rating
system for homes and apartments.

•

The NGBS provides a blueprint for the
design and construction of new and
renovated single-family homes and
multifamily apartment buildings.

•

Energy efficiency efforts features include
LED upgrades, motion sensors, regular
preventative maintenance, and nest
thermostats.

•

Implemented water efficiency efforts like
low-flow toilets and showers.

14
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Investing in innovation to achieve better buildings

To achieve our ambitious sustainability goals, we must invest in the latest technology
and be innovative in our approach. This is a core part of how we do business, and we are
particularly proud of our role in supporting and promoting the following innovations.

15

Health and wellbeing
in buildings

Using smart building technology
to achieve energy efficiency

There is growing evidence that the buildings in
which we live, work and spend our time have
an impact on our health and productivity. We
understand the importance of ensuring that our
buildings provide the best indoor environments
for our tenants. We have been trialling
sensor technology that enables us to monitor
temperature, humidity, light and air quality in
a selection of buildings in our office portfolio
as well as in some of our own Nuveen-occupied
offices. We have also set a sector priority for
health and wellbeing certifications in our
office buildings, making the commitment to
become a Fitwel Champion further aligning our
strategy with proven public-health strategies
for the built environment. As we roll out new
technology and certification strategies to
suitable buildings in our investment portfolio,
we are excited to bring our tenants the benefit
of the latest technology and research in this
key area of focus.

Advances in technology mean it is now
possible to use sensors, advanced metering and
specialist software to monitor tens of thousands
of data points on a real time basis, to ensure
that buildings are ‘optimised’ to deliver the
best environment to tenants, whilst not using
any more energy than necessary. We typically
find that the use of this technology in offices
or shopping malls results in 10-20% of energy
savings. This is a key feature in our programme
to achieve our net zero carbon target.

Investing in tomorrow’s world
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Case study: Foundry Square
II San Francisco, CA, U.S.
•

Highly energy efficient building with an
ENERGY STAR score of 98, performing
in the top 2% of similar buildings
nationwide.

•

95% of the lighting has been converted to
LED.

•

Achieved a 24% reduction in energy use
from 2019 to 2020 by completing 13
energy conservation measures resulting in
over $30,ooo in annual savings.

•

LEED for Existing Buildings: Operations
& Maintenance Platinum certified
originally in 2014 and renewed in 2019.

16
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Priorities
in 2021 and
beyond
We have established a number of immediate
priorities for 2021 and 2022, which are set
out below:

•	Formalise our climate risk investment

framework, including guidance on levels
of risk that preclude investment.

•	Roll out the priority sustainability

technologies that we have identified in each
asset class.

•	Focus on tenant engagement and tenant

data gathering – significantly increase the
proportion of energy consumption data that
we gather from tenants.

•	Undertake assessments of the social value

of major new developments and undertake
a review of vulnerability to modern slavery
and wage levels compared to living wage
across our supply chain.

•	Further develop our training programme

to deliver more bespoke and advanced
sustainability training across our business.

•	Develop a route map to fully comply

with the Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosure Framework.

17
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Industry standards and benchmarks
Developing a common lexicon and means of measurement is crucial for achieving climate change and net zero carbon
goals. Below is a list of some of the current industry commitments, standards and benchmarks that are supported by
Nuveen Real Estate.

Climate commitments

The Better Buildings Partnership Climate
Change Commitment

The Urban Land Institute’s
Greenprint Net Zero Goal

The U.K.’s Better Building Partnership has worked
with its members to develop its Climate Change
Commitment. Together they hope that their leadership
will provide an important catalyst for change within
the real estate sector and encourage others in the
industry to work towards this commitment. It includes
publishing a net zero carbon pathway framework,
annual disclosure of progress and portfolio energy
performance and developing climate change resilience
strategies.

The ULI Greenprint Center for Building Performance
includes a worldwide alliance of leading real estate
owners, investors and strategic partners committed
to improving the environmental performance of the
global real estate industry. Through measurement,
benchmarking, knowledge sharing and implementation
of best practices, Greenprint and its members strive
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 50 percent by
2030 and to achieve net zero carbon operations by
2050.

Nuveen Real Estate is a signatory.

Nuveen Real Estate is one of 11 ULI Greenprint
member companies to have publicly announced their
alignment with the net zero goal.

Standards and benchmarks

Global Real Estate
Sustainability Benchmark
(GRESB)
GRESB’s mission is to assess and
benchmark the Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) and
other related performance of real
assets, providing standardised
and validated data to the capital
markets.
Nuveen Real Estate achieved 16
Green Stars in the Global Real
Estate Sustainability Benchmark.
Five of our funds were awarded
the top five-star rating, meaning
they outperform 80% of all
participating property funds.

18
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Principles for
Responsible Investment
The Principles for Responsible
Investment is the world’s
leading proponent of responsible
investment and is supported by
the United Nations. The initiative
is a premier global benchmark
which assesses asset managers’
integration of ESG factors into
decision making and ownership
practices.
Nuveen Real Estate earned an
A+ rating in the 2020 benchmark
assessment for ‘Strategy and
Governance’ and an A+ rating for
‘Real Estate’.

The Energy Star program
The ENERGY STAR program
was established by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
in 1992 to provide trusted
information critical to an efficient
private market. Its Energy Star
Awards recognise businesses
and organisations that have
made outstanding contributions
to protecting the environment
through superior energy efficiency
achievements.
Nuveen Real Estate was named a
‘2020 ENERGY STAR Partner of
the Year — Sustained Excellence
Award’ winner for our ongoing
commitment to outstanding
energy management practices
and reductions in greenhouse
gas emissions. The 2020 award
marks our 14th consecutive year
as a Partner of the Year, and
the 12th consecutive year at the
Sustained Excellence level.
Investing in tomorrow’s world 18

Environmental performance disclosure
Monitoring environmental performance is integral to our commitment to responsible investing and management.
The following analysis reviews our 2020 performance for the key impact areas of energy, water and waste. As a member
of the European association for Investors in Non-Listed Real Estate Vehicles (INREV), we have aligned our report with
INREV’s recommendations. Fig. 4 details disclosure against the key performance indicators:
Fig.4: Absolute and like-for-like environmental performance
Absolute measures

Units of measurement

3.1
Electricity

Sustainability performance
measures

2019

2020

% change

2019

2020

% change

For landlord shared services
[GRI 4: EN3]

931,929,170

759,148,329

-19%

766,566,553

649,537,898

-15%

(sub)metered exclusively to
tenants [GRI 4: EN4]

50,397,611

35,372,672

-30%

27,791,449

18,844,076

-32%

982,326,781

794,521,001

-19%

794,358,002

668,381,974

-16%

42,676,259

38,972,426

-9%

27,849,098

26,164,230

-6%

182,647

328,871

80%

42,858,906

39,301,297

-8%

27,849,098

26,164,230

-6%

223,683,074

171,554,843

-23%

151,798,708

125,976,997

-17%

5,001,869

3,132,305

-37%

5,001,869

3,132,305

-37%

228,684,943

174,687,148

-24%

156,800,577

129,109,302

-18%

-5%

Total landlord-obtained
electricity [GRI 4: EN3]
for landlord shared services [GRI
4: EN3]
kWh

3.2
District
thermals

(sub)metered exclusively to
tenants [GRI 4: EN4]

Energy

Total landlord-obtained district
thermals [GRI 4: EN3]
For landlord-shared services
[GRI 4: EN3]
3.3
Fuels

(sub)metered exclusively to
tenants [GRI 4: EN4]

Renewable
energy

Greenhouse gas
emissions

Total landlord-obtained fuels
[GRI 4: EN3]
No. of applicable properties

Energy and associated GHG
disclosure coverage

442

420

%

Proportion of energy and
associated GHG estimated

0.7%

1.0%

Tonnes CO2e

MWh

Like-for-like

N/A

339
0.5%

0.6%

3.5 Direct

Scope 1 [GRI 4: EN15]

41,124

31,544

-23%

27,908

23,163

-17%

3.6 Indirect

Scope 2 [GRI 4: EN16]

387,064

308,609

-20%

317,731

264,880

-17%

3.6 Indirect

Scope 3 [GRI 4: EN17]

54,331

37,678

-31%

35,905

24,863

-31%

Total

Scopes 1 + 2 (only)

428,188

340,153

-21%

345,639

288,043

-17%

Energy

Total landlord-obtained
renewable energy

454,306

335,637

-26%

382,364

324,917

-15%

11

10

-9%

No. of applicable properties

Renewable energy disclosure
coverage

8

Source: Nuveen Real Estate’s tomorrow’s world environmental performance monitoring platform, administered by third parties;
Verco Advisory Services for assets in Europe and Asia Pacific, and Code Green for assets in America, 2019-2020.
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Environmental performance disclosure

Fig.4: Absolute and like-for-like environmental performance (continued)
Absolute measures
Units of measurement

Sustainability performance
measures

For landlord-shared services
[GRI 4: EN8 partial]
3.8 Water

Water

Cubic
metres (m3)

(sub)metered exclusively to
tenants
Total landlord-obtained water
[GRI 4: EN8 partial]

2020

% change

2019

2020

% change

1,649,049

1,433,545

-13%

1,180,464

972,094

-18%

171,344

111,374

-35%

123,849

72,228

-42%

1,820,393

1,544,919

-15%

1,304,313

1,044,322

-20%

12%

Water disclosure coverage

101

113

%

Proportion of water estimated

2%

3%

27,283

19,494

2.6%

Recycled

3.10 Waste

Proportion by
weight (%)

3.11 Waste

No. of applicable properties

67
2%

2%

22,343

11,096

36.8%

2.84%

3.24%

60.6%

34.9%

60.01%

50.48%

Off-site Materials Recovery
Facility

18.7%

10.8%

16.74%

15.57%

Incineration with energy recovery

10.2%

12.2%

11.58%

21.19%

Incineration with no energy
recovery

0.1%

0.1%

0.03%

0.09%

Hazardous waste treatment
facility

0.0%

0.0%

0.00%

0.00%

Landfill

6.3%

4.0%

7.08%

7.11%

Reuse

1.4%

1.3%

1.71%

2.32%

Other

0.0%

0.0%

0.00%

0.00%

49

37

Waste by disposal route [GRI 4:
EN23]
Composting / anaerobic
digestion

Waste

2019

No. of applicable properties

Metric tonnes

Like-for-like

Waste disclosure coverage

-29%

-24%

30

Source: Nuveen Real Estate’s tomorrow’s world environmental performance monitoring platform, administered by third parties;
Verco Advisory Services for assets in Europe and Asia Pacific, and Code Green for assets in America, 2019-2020.
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-50%
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178.0

Building energy
intensity [GRI 4: CRE1]

Greenhouse gas intensity
[GRI 4: CRE3]

kWh/sq m/ year

kgCO2e/sq m/
year

123

0.45

272,342

15

No. of applicable Energy and associated
properties
GHG disclosure coverage

Water intensity

Water disclosure
coverage

m3/sq m/year

Net Lettable
Area
(sq m)

No. of applicable Water disclosure
properties
coverage
13

231,479

0.30

120

2,802,142

53.81

150.8

2020

Office

-13%

-15%

-34%

-2%

0%

-16%

-15%

%
change

49

1,547,184

0.78

116

3,607,393

37.36

106.3

2019

57

1,704,265

0.68

115

3,696,493

31.61

91.8

2020

Retail

16%

10%

-12%

-1%

2%

-15%

-14%

%
change

7

24,066

0.04

128

3,147,372

21.46

66.5

2019

13

38,512

0.03

138

3,502,701

14.76

45.8

2020

Residential

86%

60%

-24%

8%

11%

-31%

-31%

%
change

1

12,559

0.07

17

187,347

8.30

21.4

2019

-18%

18%

64%

18%

68%

5

400%

160,919 1181%

0.06

20

307,689

9.80

36.0

%
2020 change

Industrial

2

45,892

1.46

3

58,347

21.26

149.4

2019

2

45,892

0.83

3

58,347

16.29

107.2

2020

Other

0%

0%

-43%

0%

0%

-23%

-28%

%
change

Source: Nuveen Real Estate’s tomorrow’s world environmental performance monitoring platform, administered by third parties; Verco Advisory Services for assets in Europe and Asia Pacific, and Code Green for assets in America, 2019-2020.

2,813,899

Net Lettable Area Energy and associated
(sq m)
GHG disclosure coverage

63.80

2019

Sustainability
performance measures

Units of
measurement

Fig.5: Intensity metrics

Environmental performance disclosure

Energy

Greenhouse gas
emissions

Water

Environmental performance disclosure
Data Qualifying Notes
This environmental performance summary covers 01/01/20 - 31/12/20 and focuses on the house portfolio’s directly managed
assets. This includes the ‘landlord obtained’ utility supplies and managed waste.
The calculations in this report have been carried out in accordance with the GHG Protocol and the carbon footprint combines
Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions. Data has been collected from the entity via meter readings and utility bills.
Electricity or gas that is sub-metered to occupiers is reported separately within the energy consumption section. The same
approach is used for water consumption. In line with EPRA reporting recommendations, Tenant-purchased utilities are not
included in the absolute and like-for-like calculations but are included within Scope 3 emissions.
The absolute values represent total energy, carbon, water or waste consumption arising from the activities under the house
portfolio’s direct control in the buildings the entity directly manage. This includes all directly-managed properties, irrespective of
when they were acquired or disposed. Void consumption was also taken into account.
The like-for-like analysis uses a static portfolio approach, which includes only those directly-managed properties that were held
in the portfolio for the duration of the reporting period and the comparison year (01/01/2019 - 31/12/2019). It therefore allows
direct comparison of the same group of properties year-on-year.
Intensity values: Energy, carbon and water intensities have been calculated by using Net Lettable Area to normalise
consumption and emissions.
Portfolio churn: Where assets were acquired and disposed during the reporting timeframe, they were included in absolute
reporting and excluded from like-for-like reporting. Environmental data outside of the hold period of the house portfolio’s
ownership window have been excluded.
Estimations: Data are collected from a number of sources for the purpose of environmental performance reporting. These
include: automatic meters, utility bills and meter reads from property managers. Where data is missing, data has been estimated
based on data already received for a property. In this disclosure, estimation refers to where missing data has been estimated, not
to whether the underlying data itself is based on estimated source.
Emissions factors: Carbon emission factors from DEFRA 2019, DEFRA 2020 and IEA 2020 have been used to produce this
report.
Variance notes:
- All assets have been affected by national lockdowns as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Office assets have reported an
increase of tenants working from home, this has resulted in significant energy and water reductions. Alongside this retail assets
have been forced to close for large portions of the year and when open have reported a reduction in footfall.
- The 50% decrease in like-for-like waste production was largely spread across a number of large shopping centres.

Verification statement for the House Portfolio
Verco Advisory Services (Verco) hereby confirm that the environmental data consumption reported for the house portfolio has
been verified through a trend and variance analysis. There has been extensive correspondence with the data collectors to review
the accuracy of the data. The verification has been done in line with the following standards:
- ISO 14064-3
- ISO 50002
- ISO 14046
- ISO 19011
The verification checks are delivered by Verco (applicable to the non-US portfolio only), a specialist sustainability consultancy,
on the sustainability disclosures related to the house portfolio’s assets. This provides investors and other stakeholders with
confidence in the reported data. Data for US assets is collected and verified by CodeGreen Solutions.
Craig Morey
Head of Reporting for Zero (Real Estate)
Verco Advisory Services
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Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. This document is intended solely for the use of professionals and is not for general public distribution. All
information is sourced to Nuveen Real Estate and as at the 31 March 2021. Nothing in this document is intended to or should be construed as advice. This document is not
a recommendation to sell or purchase any investment. It does not form part of any contract for the sale or purchase of any investment. Real estate investments are subject
to various risks, including fluctuations in property values, higher expenses or lower income than expected, currency movement risks and potential environmental problems
and liability. This document is not directed at or intended for any person (or entity) who is citizen or resident of (or located or established in) any jurisdiction where its use
would be contrary to applicable law or regulation [or would subject the issuing companies or products to any registration or licencing requirements]. Nuveen Real Estate is
a name under which Nuveen Real Estate Management Limited, Nuveen Singapore Private Limited and Nuveen Real Estate (Australia) Limited, provide investment products
and services. Nuveen Real Estate is an investment affiliate of Nuveen, LLC (“Nuveen”), the investment management arm of TIAA. Nuveen Real Estate Management Limited
(reg. no. 2137726) is an affiliate of Nuveen, LLC and is incorporated and registered in England and Wales with registered office at 201 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3BN. It
is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority to provide investment products and services. For the activities carried out in Germany, the German branch
of Nuveen Real Estate Management Limited is also subject to the limited regulatory supervision of the German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (Bundesanstalt für
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht – BaFin). This document is issued by Nuveen Real Estate (Australia) Limited ABN 98106 690 444, AFSL 460770 This document is intended
solely for the use of wholesale clients, as defined in section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and is not for general public distribution. This document is issued by
Nuveen Singapore Private Limited (Company no. 201322659M), (incorporated and registered in Singapore with registered office at One George Street #14-05 Singapore
049145) which is authorised and regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore Nuveen Real Estate is a real estate investment management holding company owned by
Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association of America (TIAA). Nuveen Real Estate securities products distributed in North America are advised by UK regulated subsidiaries
or TIAA-CREF Alternatives Advisors, LLC, a registered investment advisor and wholly owned subsidiary of TIAA, and distributed by Nuveen Securities, LLC, member FINRA.
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